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Those creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn
Adobe Premiere Pro CC choose Adobe Premiere Pro CC (2015 release) Classroom in a Book
from Adobe Press.The 19 project-based lessons in this book show readers step-by-step the key
techniques for working in Premiere Pro. Readers learn to take a project from beginning to end
where they’ll get the basics on things like organizing media, using audio, creating transitions,
producing titles, and adding effects. Once they have the basics down, they'll learn how to take
their projects further by sweetening and mixing sound, compositing the footage, adjusting color,
compressing and exporting files, and much more. ((Adobe Premiere Pro CC (2015 release)
offers many new capabilities to the editor who needs quick results and this book covers the
workflows required to get the job done. Best of all, the companion DVD (also available as an
online download) includes lesson files so readers can work step-by-step along with the
book.The online companion files include all the necessary assets for readers to complete the
projects featured in each chapter as well as ebook updates when Adobe releases new features
for Creative Cloud customers. And new to this release, all buyers of the book get full access to
the Web Edition: a Web-based version of the complete ebook enhanced with video and
interactive multiple-choice quizzes. As always with the Classroom in a Book, Instructor Notes
are available for teachers to download.

About the AuthorMaxim Jago is a media trainer, presenter, award-winning writer, and film
director. He's also an Adobe Master Trainer and author of the previous editions of this book and
several editions of Adobe Premiere Pro Learn by Video. He presents regularly at media events,
has trained editors all around the world, and has taught everyone from schoolchildren to
university professors, from ABC's top editors in Australia to the BBC's tech gurus in the UK. Visit
his website at .
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Six, “Great instructional course as usual. Great instructional course as usual. I love Classroom in
a book. My only complaint is that a better effort should be made to indicate which version the
books apply to. I would say that about 98% of what is in this book applies to the most recent
version of Adobe CC. However I have run into a couple of situations where the book describes
something that has since been changed and doesn't quite apply. Not enough to really consider a
problem. I am very satisfied. I have used Classroom in a book to learn numerous programs and I
have always been very happy with their book courses.”

Elish, “(student) Used this for my Video Editing class. This was the book I had to use for a Video
Editing class I took, the class was centered around using the exercises on this to learn how to
use premier pro (2017 at that) It works and translates fairly well with 2017 and it helped a lot. I
ordered it used and it came with the disk with the lessons on it, I'm not sure if that's the same for
all of the used vendors but I definitely got it with the disk.”

TechByter, “Looks like a winner for covering the basics. The book seems to be well written, but
there are some vexing problems. The sample files aren't compatible with the current version of
the CC applications. Additionally, the instructions sometimes fail to match what's on the screen.
Usually it's something that the reader can figure out and I recommend that anyone who's
working to learn the basics of Premiere give this book a try.”

Kristin, “Helpful. Required for class. Can be a bit of a dull read in some places, but the exercises
were very helpful. Some things have changed in later versions of Pro though, so occasionally the
book is a bit off on information. I'd still highly recommend it for beginners though.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Very informative. It was used, but for $5 it has all the information I need
to start learning about video editing.”

KentCourtney, “Premiere Pro in the Cloud. Adobe Creative Cloud has a great deal of possibilities
because of the interrelationship of the various programs. The workflow for Premiere Pro has
change in the Creative Cloud version, making this book necessary for someone making the
transition to the Creative Cloud. It is a "learn by example" book, taking you through various
projects to understand Premiere Pro CC.”

esther Hyneman, “Simply a great book. Laurie Stone’s sentences stop me in my tracks. They are
filled with intelligence, wit, and surprise. In my favorites stories, “Yard Sale,” “Toby Dead,” and
“Happiness,” Comedy and melancholy coexist in a seamless way, and search and discovery
seem simultaneous. I can’t recommend this book more highly”



Brian J. Cortez, “Adobe Premiere Pro CC Classroom in a Book Review. I liked how detailed it
was in explaining the new features of Premiere Pro. I didn't like how some of the explanations
were kind of confusing to follow.”

The Sound Man, “informative and comprehensive but the media supplied for editing is ....
informative and comprehensive  but the media supplied for editing is rather dull”

fabrizio, “Thanks to this book I passed my ACE exam yesterday .... Thanks to this book I passed
my ACE exam yesterday. It covered almost all the topics required during the exam.”

It’s only money, “A must for anyone using this program. A great help. Easy to follow”

Danilo, “Very good book. The book is very good (the CD with progs. was included). Tip top!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 68 people have provided feedback.
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